On 3 February 1944, wounded Canadian service personnel recuperating in a British hospital were delighted to hear that a concert party, part of the Canadian Army Show, was in the area and would be performing for patients that evening. The variety show was extremely well-received; singing, dancing and comedy routines seemed to be exactly what the injured needed to raise their spirits. After the show was over, a man in a wheelchair approached performer James Cameron and exclaimed “it was so good to see that – please come back again.” The Captain in charge of this satisfied patient wrung Cameron’s hand and enthusiastically declared “First Canadian show I’ve seen, Major-Brother, and it was like mail from home.” Under consideration here is the development and function of the Second World War Canadian military entertainment units that inspired such comments.

The Army, Navy and Air Force each had their own entertainment divisions, staffed by male and female military personnel who could sing, dance, act, juggle, play musical instruments or otherwise amuse. In performing for both civilian and military audiences, these units sought to increase morale among troops at home and overseas, encourage recruitment into the services and promote the war effort in general. While the units were, in the estimation of all involved parties, very successful in meeting these objectives, the entertainment program of the Department of National Defence had two additional and likely unintentional benefits. The shows provided a forum in which civilians and military personnel were exposed to each other’s divergent wartime experiences, with the exchange of cultural information between performers and audience members unifying the focus of both groups and becoming a catalyst to achieve total mobilization for waging war. Furthermore, the investment in military entertainment units represented a form of government subsidy for the performing arts that had long-term dividends. Canadian military funding for the arts during this period created not just a demand for homegrown entertainment but a pool of skilled artists who were well placed to meet that demand and who inevitably sparked an explosion in the development of our national culture in the postwar years. For example, composer/arranger Robert Farnon, francophone singer Roger Doucet, author Eric Nicol, comedians Johnny Wayne and Frank Shuster and James Bond’s Miss Moneypenny (Lois Maxwell) all got their artistic training in the wartime Canadian military. Other veterans became key creative staff of CBC radio and television and the National Film Board, while many of their comrades took their talents back to small communities across Canada, providing instruction to hundreds of students and organizing local performances of all kinds.
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“It Made Them Forget About the War For a Minute”
Canadian Army, Navy and Air Force Entertainment Units During the Second World War
In one sense, Canadian troop entertainment during the Second World War was a modern manifestation of a long national tradition. British and French armies and navy groups stationed in Canada long before the twentieth century developed garrison theatre that served to exert influence over both military personnel and local populations. Literally playing out French-English conflict on the stage in the production of farces and comedies, garrison theatrical activity increased “in periods of political or cultural crisis...and was used as a velvet-glove method of cultural assertion.” Garrison theatre in turn provided an antecedent for morale-managing activities in the Great War, when the Canadians became famous for the well-received theatrics and comedies, garrison theatrical activity increased in importance following the disasters of the Canadian military structure were sensitive to the pre-Sicily invasion period, including stalls in recruitment and poor morale and the negative consequences these conditions had both overseas and at home. 3

The issue of poor morale arose not very long after Canada declared war in 1939, and increased in importance following the disasters at Hong Kong and Dieppe.3 Those two events provided the discouraged in both military and civilian circles with a point of reference for their critiques of the war effort. By early 1943, popular opinion held that the Canadian military had neglected to distinguish itself in the war, and that inactivity and failure was wreaking havoc with the morale of all military personnel especially those posted overseas and along Canada’s eastern coast.3 While there may have been little factual evidence that Canadian servicemen were breaking down under the strain of tedious home defence, disappointing results in the North Atlantic, and constant training in another country, Ottawa acknowledged that indeed poor civilian and military morale was to be expected in the future. The small-scale entertainment infrastructure set up in response to the pre-Sicily invasion period, including canteens, dance halls and civilian billeting, was a useful boost to morale but something more was needed – active combat. Leaders throughout the Canadian military structure were sensitive in varying degrees to pressure from the Canadian public and its government and it has been claimed that breakdown theories and the demand that the Canadian military be given the opportunity for glory were the very reasons Canadians were sent to Sicily, an expectation that “a little bloodletting” would solve several problems at once.3

For the army, the exhaustion casualties that were created in the Mediterranean theatre forced authorities to rapidly update their perception of the condition and they dealt with it. Exhaustion was still widely thought to be a result of lax discipline, which in turn was a direct result of low morale; by 1943 organized military entertainment had been instituted to ease the morale problem and how it contributed to battle fatigue and other “disciplinary problems.” The nature of the battle in Sicily and Italy – high casualty figures, prolonged duration and the resulting wastage rates – struck fear in the hearts of Canadian politicians and military officials and led to an overall greater stringency in handling exhaustion cases when the shortage of manpower became most extreme. The contribution of battle exhaustion to increased wastage rates added to the wider manpower crisis facing the Canadian forces, a serious point of contention on the home front and one that threatened to augment the already tense French-English factionalism in Canada via the conscription issue. In addition, the possibility of a comparatively short conflict in the Mediterranean and European theatres through a limited supply of rank and file soldiers, specifically infantrymen, was put in jeopardy. Once it was regarded as fundamental to relaxation and recreation, government-instigated entertainment, however naively conceptualized, became a panacea that, it was hoped, would have an ameliorating effect at all levels. The entertainment program was thus rationalized by planners as a useful political and military tool against battle exhaustion, disciplinary problems, stalls in recruitment and poor morale and the negative consequences these conditions had both overseas and at home.9

The first entertainment units to be created and brought up to full establishment figures during the Second World War were military staff bands. Building on a tradition of musical accompaniment for the armed forces, by late 1940 Canadian Army command had formed ten military bands consisting of roughly 27 musicians and one bandmaster each. All members were military personnel who were mustered as bandsmen in either the Navy, Army or Air Force. With a strong horn section and sheet music in hand, these bands performed for parades of all types, dances and funerals, as well as a number of civilian engagements. Army bands traveled more extensively than either Navy or Air Force groups, throughout the UK, Italy and Europe under harsh conditions and lent official military affairs dignity and pomp. On beaches, in bombed-out streets, and often on the road for years at a time, bands like the Royal Canadian Ordnance Corps Band, the Royal Canadian Armoured Corp Band and the 1st and 2nd Canadian Infantry Division bands traveled just behind the troops and were thus on hand for a number of significant events, such as the march past of the entire 3rd Canadian Infantry Division in Utrecht, Holland on 6 June 1945.10

For all that troops appreciated the military bands, this kind of entertainment did not allow for laughter or sing-along and continually reminded them of the job they were in the military to do. Military bands were not, to any great extent, influenced by musical trends, functioning as they did to perpetuate the timelessness of armed struggle and the tradition of the Canadian armed forces. While hearing regimental songs and instantly recognizable tunes from military bands was stirring to a
The Canadian Army Show

The formation of the Canadian Army Show (CAS) occurred because of the perceived crisis in morale, but took the form that it did partly as a response to American efforts toward maintaining the morale of mobilizing troops south of the border. The Americans anticipated the need for such a service before they had actually entered the war and, in February 1941, developed the United Service Organizations (USO) from a number of national citizen committees. With the success of such shows as Irving Berlin’s “This is the Army,” Canadian officials became convinced that their country required a parallel and permanent confederation of interests in troop welfare and recruitment. Proposals for just such an entity, one that eventually included groups like the Canadian Red Cross, the Imperial Order of the Daughters of the Empire and the Canadian Young Men’s Christian Association as part of the Auxiliary Services Section, were developed within the war committee of the cabinet in the summer of 1942 and forwarded for approval in October. At that time, the purpose of producing such a show was clearly laid out; a touring Broadway-type show and its subsequent radio broadcasts would become “a new medium for recruiting” while increasing public and Army morale. Approved by the Minister of National Defense and the Chief of the General Staff, and funded through both the national government and the National Recruiting Campaign, the new concert party had already begun to gather talented Army personnel and planned a national broadcasting schedule by December. The unit, by then a recognized section of National Defence and part of the active force, was comprised of 19 male dancers and singers, 24 female dancers and singers, 37 orchestra members and a stage crew of 19 assembled under the name “The Army Show.” In March 1943, after about six months rehearsal and organization at Victoria Theater in Toronto, the show departed for a Canadian tour by rail, taking with it Frank Shuster and Johnny Wayne as writers and performers and singers Roger Doucet and Jimmie Shields.

Officially organized under the War Charities Act (with all proceeds for the welfare of the troops) and under the sponsorship of the “Army Show Fund,” this original group was eventually split into five smaller lettered units (two musical revues and three variety shows) of about 20 members each that were shipped to the U.K. in December 1943. There they joined four Canadian Concert Parties (Army) that had been formed on the initiative of members of McNaughton’s 1st Canadian Army in the Spring of 1942. With a quarter million Canadian troops in the UK in the months preceding the invasion of Sicily, “The Tin Hats,” “The Kit Bags,” “The Bandoliers” and “The Forage Caps” struggled to keep up with demand and as a brief reward for expanding what began as a self-entertainment program, enjoyed great autonomy in terms of locations and material until the arrival of CAS officials. While the focus of entertainment

Three CWACs applying makeup for a Canadian Army Show in France, August 1944.

Above: A scene from the Army Show on CBC Radio, 21 January 1944, featuring singer Joan Dallas.

Right: Two members of the Kit Bags prepare for a show in London, 30 March 1942.
operations had turned to England by the fourth year of the war, a small troupe remained in Canada, the "About Faces of 1944," that, in addition to continual touring, functioned to funnel reinforcements overseas. The standard tour of duty rotation for shows included Great Britain, France, Italy and then back to Canada. When posted to either the Northwest European Theatre (NWET) or the Mediterranean theatre, Canadian Army Shows were often brought up to slightly higher establishment figures and always given numbered detachment identifications that reflected their overseas attachment to the Auxiliary Services Section. Each group changed its name, nominal roles and stage material after a tour and more than 40 detachments were invented and then disbanded in this manner by 1946.

Unlike the Navy and Air Force shows that just quietly stopped operating, the entertainment infrastructure of the Canadian Army went out with a bang after it became undeniable that the demand for shows was approaching zero along with the numbers of troops to be repatriated. By October 1945, most army shows, including those that had been touring hospitals in England, had been dismantled. Those entertainers who wished to remain in the UK were posted to the "Rhythm Rodeo," a show whose over the top nature was enough to attract the "Meet the Navy" show in elaborate production numbers. Based at Pepper Harrow in England, "Rhythm Rodeo" included 91 cast and crew members, including 29 members of the Canadian Women's Army Corps. Corrals and stables had been built to accommodate the 70-odd horses needed to conduct the tent show, shipped from northern England by rail, while the cast rehearsed for about nine weeks, preparing for their opening on 15 May. The show began with a mammoth 10 to 12 minutes of opening acts. Immediately after, a 30-minute act of "Blackouts of 1943." At times, these shows possible, an arrangement that was eventually mimicked all over the country.

Entertainment groups were established in all Commands in an attempt to ensure a more equitable distribution of entertainment and were regionally suited for administrative purposes in the early years. An entertainment group first toured their own training command area and then proceeded to tour other commands throughout Canada before proceeding overseas, where they were placed under the guidance of the Air Force's Entertainment Services Section. In this way, detailed lists of skilled performers, both of amateur and professional backgrounds, were forwarded to AFHQ in Ottawa. Eventually, each training area had an entertainment group which participation was encouraged with the offer of prize money and conducting radio broadcasts that were thought to increase recruitment figures. The radio program in the RCAF got its start in Alberta where the oil industry made the broadcast of commercial free shows possible, an arrangement that was eventually mimicked all over the country.

Development of the entertainment groups in the RCAF first involved the commanding officer in each training command completing a survey of talent in their area. Those undergoing training in aircrew or ground crew categories were not eligible to be involved in this recruitment until they had completed their basic training regime. A traveling entertainment group (deemed a "major show") in each training command, along with more sporadic formations of "minor shows." "Minor shows" were minor only in size (usually involving less than 10 people in total), for their purpose was to fill the gaps in entertainment between appearances of the "major shows" which had much larger areas to cover. They were also responsible for stimulating self-entertainment in each area (like setting up regular quiz programs and amateur hours in which participation was encouraged with the offer of prize money) and conducting radio broadcasts that were thought to increase recruitment figures. The radio program in the RCAF got its start in Alberta where the oil industry made the broadcast of commercial free locations, the Air Force realized early on that an effort had to be made to increase morale by entertaining airmen who had few available forms of recreation. By July 1942, a proposal to form entertainment groups in the various air command areas of Canada had been forwarded for action. In that these entertainment groups, comprised entirely of service personnel, were initially conceived as entertainment exclusively for air force personnel, the program's original goals emphasized disciplinary goals over recruitment or morale per se. Certainly the program sought to bolster service morale and recruitment figures among civilians in isolated areas, but RCAF officials most importantly aspired to provide "desirable after-duty activities and entertainment." Shows by and for service personnel were seen to be a morally correct way of distracting air force personnel from less healthy forms of recreation. This important early goal of the program greatly affected the choice of material throughout the duration of the war. Shows were to be of a high moral standard, and many pains were taken to protect Air Force members from racy programs.

The Royal Canadian Navy Show

In contrast to the other services, there was only one major naval production and rather than fluctuating quite drastically in establishment numbers, it steadily grew until its disbandment in 1946. The Navy was the last of the three services to produce widely-seen troop entertainment and had, in the early years, relied on the services of other military reveues and volunteer and civilian shows like the all-girl employee group the Eaton's Masquers and the very popular Lifebuoy Follies Revue. At times, service organizations like the Salvation Army formed and fully sponsored non-military groups such as the Red Shield Concert Party to entertain
Naval personnel. Navy officials began in 1943 to direct most of their attention to establishing one large show from their own ranks that would provide for the "entertainment of naval, army and air force personnel on active service, promotion of recruiting (and the) maintenance of public morale and good will." Following the Army's lead, in mid-1943, a small naval concert party called the "HCMS Bytown" had been formed. The "Bytown" show had the same spirit as "Meet the Navy" eventually would. It showcased "25 delightful Wrens (the dancing "Curvettes") who looked as though they'd never seen a uniform, so trim and light of foot they were" and introduced the song "The Boy in the Bell-Bottomed Trousers." Its cast, including eventual show favorites like singer Oscar Natzke and dancers Allan Lund and Blanche Harris (later Lund), was absorbed to form the nucleus of the much bigger production "Meet the Navy." "Meet the Navy" featured 38 Wrens and 41 male performers along with 27 musicians and many more in technical positions for a show that was said to combine "the saltiness of the sea, the freshness of Canadian youth and the precision of Broadway." They did two tours of Canada in a special Canadian Pacific Railway train after their premiere in September 1943, including smaller break-off shows for hospitals and Victory Loan drives, playing to a domestic audience totaling some half a million people. Profits made from civilian audiences went to the Canadian Naval Service Benevolent Trust Fund, a donation that totaled just under $8300,000 by October 1946. After receiving rave reviews in Canada, the group then proceeded overseas for shows in Scotland and England in October 1944 under the auspices of Britain's Entertainments National Service Association (ENSA) with all profits placed in the King George Fund for Sailors. Although the Army and Air Force had organized their own overseas tours, the Canadian Navy deemed ENSA's assistance as unavoidable and put them in charge of coordinating tours in the U.K.'s larger cities and through the largest concentrations of Allied forces on the continent. With ENSA's help, "Meet the Navy" traveled through France, Holland, Belgium and Germany in the summer and fall of 1945.

"Meet the Navy" continued to grow to a cast and crew of just under 200 and enjoyed a great deal of media attention that eventually culminated in a British feature film. It only contracted in size in late 1946 after most of its members had applied for discharge and the demand for the show had decreased. Total audience figures for the show's three-year run are estimated at one and a half million service personnel and civilians. The Nature of Government

Financial Backing

The establishment of entertainment troupes within the military necessitated detailed and special financial arrangements with all parties agreeing to balance the need for entertainment with the need for responsible and prudent expenditure of public funds. The arrangements finally made for tours of Canada reflected an efficacious combination of cost recovery, profit and charitable contributions that left no cause for debate or negative criticism among the public. In their infancy, all three services very vocally reported that no public funds were to be used in the operation of the troupes, but in reality, all "borrowed" capital from the Department of National Defence. The Army Show was allotted $87,000 to get started while the Navy Show budgeted for $100,000 to cover transportation expenses during their Canadian tours. Both shows were able to pay these loans back from civilian door revenues (whether they actually did or not is unclear), and the domestic tours were so well received that they helped finance overseas forays. The Air Force varied in this somewhat because their income from ticket receipts was quite low compared to the Army and Navy. The Air Force often played in more sequestered areas, separated from civilian populations in some cases, and never charged American personnel, who made up a good portion of the audience here in Canada, to see the show. AFHQ handled budgeting and, before production, each show submitted a cost analysis that had to be approved before the show was able to tour. Most Air Force productions cost about $1,500 to get established, a figure that included costumes, scenery, lights and public address systems, with a few hundred dollars a year for upkeep on the shows in operation which the DND covered. National Defence likely took on this cost expecting that with such small shows and the impossibility of them heading into Italy or Europe, future costs could be kept relatively low. The Air Force shows put any profits back into AFHQ to pay off these loans and were not associated with any charity, except that they often allowed auxiliary organizations to accept donations before the show. Like other units within the military, health and dental care (including cosmetic work that was viewed as essential to a favorable stage appearance), wages and room and board were provided by DND and all other expenditures were reviewed by department accountants, subject to periodic audits. While donations from corporate interests and the government-supplied startup costs enabled the shows to begin touring domestically, after arrival overseas, money and financial bureaucracy troubles soon plagued the shows of the Army and Air Force. Away from Canada, the shows no longer had access to civilian ticket money in any great amount as they only periodically charged British, Italian and European populations to see the shows, operating as they did on a servicemen first seat policy. This reduced cash flow meant that personnel in charge of the shows were forced to send pleas to both overseas and domestic Defence headquarters for funds to reequip worn out or stolen equipment, a process that took extended periods of time and often hampered the quality of the show. Officers in charge of the units or the relevant Auxiliary Services Officer often had some money for small purchases.
trousers and harmonicas were lifted by thieves overseas. While some items were eventually recovered, loss of equipment usually meant the show concerned had to change certain stage numbers permanently.

The Material

Stiffenization was the prime ingredient in all comedic sketches performed. Military life was mocked in the shows of all three services in basically the same way, via a "Joe" character that represented the serviceman who gets the job nobody wants. "You'll Get Used to It," possibly the most famous song done by military entertainers and the one that seems to have survived the most vibrantly within the memories of audiences of the period, had a sad sack figure in overalls describing the rigors of life in the Navy but managing to convey the idea that any number of hardships can be tolerated after one gets used to them. The RCAF had an equivalent number in each touring group, such as the "Blackouts of 1943" song "Why Am I Always Joe?," which was basically a lament from the airman who was eternally on the business end of a mop or stationed at the sink washing dishes. The one rough rule of thumb in the satire of military life was that only the highest-ranking officers in the military were likely to be featured in a mean or malicious manner, most often as buffoons with puffed out chests. Unlike during the Great War, naming these officers or incorporating the names of officers in the audience was strongly discouraged as it was seen to undermine the authority of those same officers and because not naming them was a comedic technique that functioned to let the audience assign those characteristics to whoever they wished. Further, officers were never brought on stage to be made fun of. Everyone else was fair game and it was recommended that writers "take a few digs at the M.T. [motor transport], equipment, pay accounts, fire department or service police and you have a skit which will undoubtedly appeal to the personnel."39

Likewise, all shows presented their female cast in the same way. While the women's divisions of the Canadian military constantly attempted to reassure the public that the military participation of women would not compromise their femininity, military shows presented a version of femininity that had a distinct sexual edge to it and actually served to reinforce the commonly held idea that servicewomen had compromised their moral decorum by joining up.40 All-female dancing chorus lines were an extremely popular number in all three services' shows, the successful synchronicity of movement revealing both a great deal of rehearsal and of leg for service personnel audiences. Other skits showed women contributing to the war effort from the comfort of their kitchens, participating in on-stage beauty pageants or performing in bathing suits. One particular Canadian Army Show, written by Sergeants Frank Shuster and Johnny Wayne, had the Canadian Women's Army Corps represented as "The WAC, are here to release men for more active duty. I am here so that one man can get into action," to which Frank replies "Here I am, babe."41 Finally, military shows always had bits concerning personalities in the Axis and the battle against them. Hitler, of course, was the primary target but Mussolini and the entire Japanese race came up often during comedic sketches, sometimes all at once:

Vernon: I suppose you want some flowers?
More: Yes. We want you to plant some.
Vernon: Like what?
More: Buffalo Bill, some Mustard Mustard plant and some Hirohito Poison Ivy.

Vernon: You will never win any prizes with that combination.

More: Why not? They'll be the three biggest surpris...
World War not only allowed the formation of entertainment units within the military but also encouraged it. The relationship between military policy and sexual activity was an unlikely conflict, especially after Hong Kong and Dieppe, orchestrated response to overall poor morale. However, it was and was obvious that poor state of morale among service personnel by 1942 put the quality of Canada's contribution to the Allied cause and thus its place in the Commonwealth's political and economic family in jeopardy. In essence, the formation of an armed forces-wide entertainment program meant that military officials acknowledged the connection between low morale, disciplinary problems, battle exhaustion, recreation and the quality of performance in the field. The existence of entertainment units in the Canadian military in this period provides evidence that the federal government generally and the Department of National Defence specifically — were able to think holistically about these issues and, in order to affect positive change, went outside their traditional realm of influence to support the development of Canadian arts and culture during wartime.
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